3D Depth & Visual Study

IRB Net ID #: 787942-1
PI: Si Jung “SJ” Kim si.kim@unlv.edu
Researcher Assistant: gabriel.quiroz@unlv.edu

Participate in a brief study on 3D visualization & depth perception (30-45min).

- This study is about identifying the ideal depth perception for viewers in a 3D Movie.
- Participants will watch movie clips of shapes at different speeds and different sizes, then rate their vision comfort/discomfort.
- After the study, participants will automatically be entered in a drawing to win a LG Smart Watch!

The study will be conducted next to the Lied Library in Harry Reid Center (HRC) Room 271

The study will be conducted the following dates from 9am - 5pm:
- January 25th - 29th
- February 1st - 5th
- February 8 - 12

To participate email gabriel.quiroz@unlv.edu